
GRAVITY EQUAL FORCE
SAPPHIRE DIAL IN GREY



EXPERIENCING THE 
TRANSPARENCY
A stunning new version of our milestone Gravity Equal 
Force timepiece available in a limited edition of only 25 
pieces per year. With its off-center grey-toned 
sapphire dial and dark grey ruthenium coated bridges, 
the strikingly cool monochrome watch offers an 
extraordinary view of the exquisitely-finished 
manufacture movement. 

With the transparent sapphire dial, the watch allows a 
greater view of the movement; as a result, the 3D effect 
– which is always part of the Armin Strom experience – is 
even more pronounced.

The Gravity Equal Force, first launched in 2019, is the 
world’s first automatic watch with constant force trans-
mission, which results in consistent power delivery to the 
balance. In short, it means that the watch always delivers 
flawlessly constant precision during its 72 hours power 
reserve.



DISTINGUISHED IN EQUAL PART BY ITS TECHNICAL 
AND AESTHETIC INNOVATIONS
The movement’s black plate guilloche pattern was created by hand by the celebrated Finnish watchmaker Kari Voutilainen. 
 
The off-center grey-toned sapphire dial offers an unobstructed view of the fascinating mechanics inside the case and 
emphasizes the brand’s passion for transparent mechanics.

The bridges are coated with dark grey ruthenium; the barrel and the micro rotor are coated with rhodium.
 
The ASB19 movement includes a “stop work” mechanism that prevents the mainspring from fully unwinding, thus lever-
aging only the part of the mainspring’s unwinding process that can deliver power most consistently. 
 
The steel hands are manufactured by Armin Strom and like all of the visible parts of the movement, are meticulously 
hand-finished in-house.



A STRIKINGLY COOL
MONOCHROME WATCH 
Presented in a classic 41 mm stainless-steel case, the 
Armin Strom Gravity Equal Force with Sapphire Dial in 
grey comes with a black fabric strap with light grey stit-
ching, subtly maintaining the watch’s resolutely cool 
monochrome color scheme.



EXQUISITE
IN-HOUSE DESIGN
AND PRODUCTION
This breathtaking new Gravity Equal Force timepiece was 
designed and produced in-house at the brand’s manu-
facture in Biel. Like every Armin Strom watch, its move-
ment has been assembled twice. After its first assembly, 
the movement was painstakingly disassembled and each 
individual part was cleaned, dried, reassembled and lubri-
cated before being meticulously regulated, tested, and 
returned to the case.



Distinctions
Stop-Work declutch mechanism and 
Equal Force Barrel

Case
Sapphire crystal and case back with 
anti-reflective treatment.
Material: Stainless Steel
Dimensions: 41 mm
Height: 12.65 mm
Water-resistance: 3 ATM

Functions/Display
Hours, minutes, seconds, power 
reserve indicator
Dial: Grey toned off-center sapphire 
dial with subdial 

Finishing: Hand-finishing to the 
highest quality level
Hands: Stainless steel with hand 
finishing, with white Super- 
LumiNova®

Strap & Buckle
Delivered with a black fabric strap 
with light grey stitching and stain-
less-steel double folding clasp

Edition
Limited to 25 pieces per year

Price
CHF 25‘000.-

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
GRAVITY EQUAL FORCE SAPPHIRE DIAL IN GREY



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CALIBRE ASB19

Impulse
Equal Force Barrel

Winding-mechanism
Automatic with micro rotor turning 
on dial side

Plate and bridges
Plate and bridges are decorated at 
the highest quality level

Regulating system
Balance wheel with 4 regulating 
screws

Frequency
25.200 vph / 3,5 Hz

Number of jewels
28

Number of individual parts
202

Diameter
35.53 mm

Height
11.67 mm

Power reserve
72 h
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